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The Ohio State University College of Law
Criminal Law 	 							Fall Term, 2013
Professor Douglas Berman							December 9, 2013


FINAL EXAMINATION 
(Total Time: 3½ hours)

1.  Please answer each of the three questions in a different blue book or on a separate typed page.   Remember to number each blue book or typed page, and to write your anonymous exam number on the cover of each blue book or in the corner of each typed page.  The exam has 7 total pages (including this cover page); make sure your copy includes all the pages.

2.  This is an open-book examination and open-network exam. You may refer to any outside sources when answering the questions. 

3.  You will have 3.5 hours to answer the entire exam.  I have indicated approximate time allocations for each question (with 15 minutes to spare), and my grading calculations will be weighted accordingly.  Think quality and clarity: time spent organizing your answers is often time well spent.

4.  Your answer should apply the law as necessary and appropriate.  Refer or describe legal authorities only in the detail necessary to make your point.  Do not discuss unnecessary legal principles.  If additional facts are necessary to address any issue, make the appropriate assumptions and state them in your answer.  Do not create unnecessary facts.

5.  I will make visits to the exam room in case there are any administration problems.  Do not contact me (or another student) for assistance with a question.  Deal with any ambiguities or uncertainties in a question by referring to them in your answer.

6.  When you are finished, make sure you have signed the pledge.

7.  Thank you for a wonderful semester, and good luck!



General Fact Applicable to All Questions

	Unless otherwise expressly stated in the question, all events occurred in the State of Oliwood, which has adopted in its criminal code all of the provisions of the Model Penal Code that we have discussed in class.

Question 1    (70 minutes)

	Donny Doezy, a manager at a local PizzaShack, returned exhausted to his small apartment building at 4am after having worked a triple-shift during Thanksgiving day and night.  Doezy downed a couple beers and crashed on his couch with plans to fall asleep watching recorded NFL games.  As he started fading off, Doezy was startled by loud pounding at his apartment door.  Dragged himself toward the door, Doezy heard his upstairs neighbor, Cosmo Coveter, saying “Open up, dude, you gotta watch my new girlfriend’s brat so I can go shopping.”  

Opening the door, Doezy said “I am too tired to do anything.”  Coveter quickly pushed a stroller with a sleeping infant into Doezy’s apartment, and said “I just need you to watch baby Vicky for a few hours while I go to WalMarket.”  Coveter continued: “I’ll park the stroller here next to your couch; just keep her warm and you both can sleep like babies while I’m out.”  Doezy asked, “Won’t Vicky’s mom be mad you left her baby with a stranger?”  Coveter replied, “I ain’t gonna tell her, and I’ll be even madder if I don’t get a new TV at 75% off.”  Doezy then asked, “What’s in this for me?”  Coveter said, “I’ll get you a doorbuster --- or I could just stay here and bust up your face!”  Yawning, Doezy said, “Just get back quickly, you jerk.”

	Doezy felt a chill from the hallway as he shut his apartment door, and he decided he should set up his old electric space heater to make sure baby Vicky stayed warm and asleep while Coveter was gone.  Doezy discovered that his old space heater would not stay on because its electric cord was frayed.  Eager to have the heater on consistently, Doezy used masking tape to wrapped up the frayed electrical cord.  Pleased by the steady warmth from the heater, Doezy downed one more beer to celebrate, checked once more that baby Vicky was still sleeping, and then stretched back out on his couch.  Within minutes, Doezy was also sound asleep. 

	The tape Doezy used to patch the heater’s cord was not designed for electrical use, and before long it began to smolder, emitting noxious fumes and smoke.  Out cold on his couch, Doezy did not smell these fumes or smoke.  Soon thereafter, the tape, electrical cord and space heater all caught on fire, setting off the apartment building’s loud fire alarm.  Despite the screeching fire alarm, Doezy remained asleep until he was awoken by a forceful shake by his next-door neighbor Henry Helperz.  

Helperz had been up early and had smelled burnt fumes and smoke coming from Doezy’s apartment as he was making him morning coffee.  Helperz got no answer when he had knocked on Doezy’s apartment door, and he was heading back to his own apartment to fetch a key that he had to Doezy’s apartment in order to let himself in.  As Helperz was returning to his apartment, the building’s firm alarm sounded, and Helperz swiftly grabbed his keys and let himself in to Doezy’s apartment.  Helperz was hoping he could just extinguish whatever was the source of the fumes and smoke in Doezy’s apartment, but when he entered he was partially blinded by the dark smoke throughout the apartment and he could barely see that someone was lying on the living room’s couch right next to some items that were staring to be engulfed in flames.  Dropping to his knees, Helperz crawled to the couch and began forcefully shaking and pulling Doezy to try to get him off the couch and out of the apartment.

With considerable effort, Helperz awakened Doezy, pulling him off the couch to the floor.  Unable to communicate effectively because of the smoke and screeching fire alarm, Doezy tried but failed to signal to Helperz that a baby was in the nearby stroller that was starting to go up in flames.  While Helperz was trying to direct Doezy toward the apartment door to exit the apartment safely, Doezy was trying to crawl toward the stroller.  Before he could reach the stroller, the electric space heater exploded and sent burning debris throughout the apartment.  Both Doezy and Helperz were stunned by the explosion and were hit and scorched by flying embers.  Fearing his and Helperz’ safety, Doezy gave up trying to reach baby Vicky, and he decided to just follow Helperz crawling out of his apartment front door.  

Doezy and Helperz emerged from Doezy’s apartment and joined a group of other tenants rushing down a narrow hallway and out of the front foyer of the apartment building.  As they made it out of the building, Doezy saw a fire truck pull up and he ran to tell the fire-fighters that a baby he had been watching was still inside the apartment where the fire started.  Working efficiently and effectively, the fire-fighters swiftly put out the fire in Doezy’s apartment before it spread throughout the building; they discovered baby Vicky’s body (free of burns) inside a smoldering stroller.  Paramedics on the scene quickly tried to resuscitate baby Vicky, but she was declared dead on the scene as a victim of excessive smoke inhalation.

Cosmo Coveter returned to the apartment building not long after fire-fighters were finished putting out the fire, and he was aghast and distraught to hear what had happened.  He texted his girlfriend, Vicky’s mom, who had been forced by her store manager to work the all-night shift at Targeter, and she was even more aghast and distraught to discover her baby was dead.  She has said to the media and local officials that she wants everyone involved in her baby’s death prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.  

You work for Oliwood District Attorney, and she has asked you to prepare a memo explaining whether you think it is even reasonably possible to charge Coverer, Doezy and/or Helperz with any homicide charges here in Oliwood.  The Oliwood DA also wants your memo to discuss whether and how charges might also be brought under Oliwood’s criminal child neglect provisions, which state: 

Oliwood Criminal Code § 123.ABC:  “Unlawful Child Neglect”.  Negligent treatment of a child by a person responsible for the child's welfare under circumstances indicating harm or threatened harm to the child's health or welfare is a violation subject to a fine up to $10,000.  Unlawful child neglect shall be a felony subject to punishment up to 10 years in prison if it results in a child suffering serious bodily injury or death.

Specifically, your boss wants you to prepare a memorandum which addresses:

	(1) what grades of homicide we could reasonably seek to pursue against Coveter, Doezy and/or Helperz, noting any major difficulties (in terms of the elements of the offense or possible defenses) any such homicide prosecutions would likely present.
	(2) whether charges of “Unlawful Child Neglect” could reasonably be pursued against Coveter, Doezy and/or Helperz noting any major difficulties (in terms of the elements of the offense or possible defenses) these prosecutions would likely present.
Question 2    (85 minutes)

	Danny Defenziv, an Ohio native now a senior at Oliwood State University, has throughout college been camping out in front of a local Better Buy each week before “Black Friday.” Defenziv camps in a tent painted with all the logos and mascots of his school; each year, he sets up his tent the Saturday before Thanksgiving to launch his camp out with a tailgate party to watch the Oliwood State football team play its next-to-last game of the season.  After that game, Defenziv decorates his “camp site” in preparation for Oliwood State’s big final game with its rival Massivillan University.  (Oliwood State’s campus is in Oliwood near the Oliwood/Ohio border; Massivillan University is 25 miles away on the other side in Ohio.)  Defenziv would always buy electronics or sound systems at the Black Friday sale to incorporate into his fan campsite.  

	In 2010, the Oliwood State college newspaper ran a small story about Defenziv’s camp site, and his activities and notoriety grew in subsequent years.  In 2011 and 2012, other local and statewide media began to make a habit of checking in with Defenziv in the week before the big Oliwood State–Massivillan game.  Superstitions began to build around Defenziv’s activities because Oliwood State had lost the big game to Massivillan five year in a row before 2010, but then began a winning streak.  Fans and the media often said Defenziv’s camp site must be a good luck charm for Oliwood State football team.

	In 2013, Danny Defenziv was excited to continue his camp out tradition until he started receiving disturbing anonymous e-mails.  Though Defenziv had often gotten obnoxious notes from fans of Massivillan University, in early November 2013, he began receiving much more ominous messages from the e-mail address “Death.to.Defenziv @ aol.com.”  The first message from this address said “A lucky charm should expect bad luck this year.”  The next said, “Best Black Friday sale: cutting half off (the head of) charms!”  A later e-mail said, “Danny Defenziv will be like turkeys right after Thanksgiving --- Dead!”  And, the day before Danny Defenziv was to set up his camp, another e-mail: “Your world will go BLACK FOREVER on Black Friday!”  Pictures were attached to these e-mails with gruesome images of bloodied dead bodies; the final e-mail had a photo-shopped picture of Danny Defenziv lying in a pool of blood.

	Defenziv initially thought these e-mails were just a harmless prank, but he grew ever more fearful with each one he received.  When he forwarded the e-mails to the local Oliwood City police, these officers sought to reassure Defenziv that the e-mails were likely just coming from Massivillan University students or fans eager to scare him away from continuing his camping tradition.  The local police said they would try to track down the source of the e-mails, and they reminded Defenziv that his usual spot was in a well-lit area in a big shopping center where local police were often present and where private security agents from all the stores also kept the area safe and secure for customers.  The local police also told Defenziv that extra officers would be at every big shopping center for the early morning rush on Black Friday and that all the stores have extra security on duty as well.  Defenziv was comforted, but he decided he should still borrow a friend’s handgun to keep with him in his encampment for extra protection throughout the week.



	Danny Defenziv’s tailgate party starting his traditional camp out was its usual success, and he had no problems and received no troubling e-mail in the days before Thanksgiving and Black Friday.  As days passed, Defenziv grew more confident the e-mails were pranks, and on Thanksgiving Day he further calmed himself by drinking a whole bottle of wine with the take-out turkey dinner that friends had brought to his campsite.  Knowing Better Buy always started their Black Friday sale at 5am, Defenziv sent his friends away around 10pm Thanksgiving night so he could get in a few hours of sleep before the shopping crowds arrived early Friday morning.

	Though sleepy from the wine, Defenziv was revived by fear as his smart-phone started buzzing and he discovered new e-mails had arrived from Death.to.Defenziv @ aol.com.  One said “I hope you really enjoyed your LAST week and LAST meal, turkey,” and the second said, “I am glad my police buddies convinced you to continue your tradition; killing is so much easier when you don’t have to hunt down your prey.  Plus, the usual Black Friday commotion should make it so much easier to shoot you without anyone being sure who or where the shot came from!”  Attached to this e-mail was a copy of a recent photo of Defenziv’s campsite with Danny standing outside his tent and large bulls-eye targets placed over Danny’s head and his heart.

	Panicked, Defenziv considered calling 911 with his smart-phone, but he was now worried the person threatening him was somehow working with the police.  Afraid to fall asleep or to leave his tent, Defenziv decided he should just hunker down in his tent, with all window flaps and zippers closed up, until Black Friday came and went.  Eager to be awake, Defenziv gobbled a handful of his Ritalin medication; eager to be safe, Defenziv loaded the handgun he had and positioned himself on the floor facing the shuttered front entrance of his tent.  

	For a few hours, all was quiet inside and around Defenziv’s tent.  Around 3am, Defenziv started hearing sounds of cars pulling into the parking lot and chatter among folks lining up to rush into stores as they opened.  Defenziv’s anxiousness grew as 5am approached: he feared that was the time when lots of commotion would start and his stalker would strike.  As it got closer to 5am, Defenziv began pointing his handgun at the entrance to his tent every time he heard a sound that suggested someone might be approaching his encampment.  

	At about 4:50am, Defenziv heard an unfamiliar voice from not far outside the tent say, “I think it’s time to go get him.”  Terrified, Defenziv raised his gun and fingered the trigger as he yelled, “Get any closer, and I will have to shoot to kill!!”  The unfamiliar voice, now even closer to the tent’s front entrance responded, “What’s going on in there?”  Reacting only to the closer sound and not to the question, Defenziv pulled the gun’s trigger repeatedly and fired three shots.  

	Three bullets tore through the tent’s closed front flap in into the head, neck and chest of local Oliwood City police officer, Garry Guardianne.  The officer dropped in a heap, and Defenziv emerged from inside his tent with his gun still drawn.  Two Better Buy security agents approached screaming “Stop shooting!”  Recognizing Danny Defenziv, these agents said Guardianne had just wanted to wake up Defenziv to make sure he did not miss the start of the big sale.  Still shaking, Defenziv explained that he had feared for his life all night and did not know what else to do.  Defenziv showed the agents the e-mails on his smart-phone and he asked to be taken in to custody so he could stay safe from his stalker.

	The security agents called for help from the local police, and horde of local Oliwood City police, as well as Oliwood State troopers and even some neighboring Ohio police, were soon on the scene at the shopping mall.  (An ambulance also arrived, but Officer Guardianne had been killed instantly by the series of bullets shot by Defenziv; his body was taken to the local coroner rather than a hospital.)  Still distrustful of the local police, Danny Defenziv showed the e-mails to the Oliwood state troopers and explained the sequence of events that led up to the shooting.  

	The state troopers explained to Danny Defenziv (as they were reading him his rights and formally arresting him) that they were fully aware of the e-mails that had been sent earlier in November; the Oliwood City local police had passed them along to the state’s cyber-crime taskforce.  The troopers explained that, just before Thanksgiving, the taskforce determined the e-mails had been sent via the computer network at Massivillan University and were from the laptop computer owned by a first-year student at Massivillan, Freddy Foolishness.  They further explained that the e-mails seem to have been part of a fraternity hazing stunt; working with Ohio authorities, the Oliwood cyber-crime taskforce concluded Freddy Foolishness had been bullied into sending these e-mails as part of a fraternity pledge requirement to do something wicked involving Oliwood State.  The troopers further told Defenziv that Ohio authorities had been planning to arrest Freddy Foolishness sometime on Friday in order to charge him with the Ohio misdemeanor crimes of “Menacing by Stalking” and “Telecommunications Harassment.”  They told Defenziv that it was a horrible shame he did not call 911 when he got the new e-mail threats on Thursday night; officials by that time could have, and likely would have, been able to report all this information to avoid the tragedy which ensued.
  
You are an associate in a law firm that Danny Defenziv’s family has retained to help defend him against possible homicide charges.  The senior partner knows you are an expert in the law of homicide and self-defense in both Ohio and Oliwood, and he has asked for a detailed memo explaining the criminal charges and possible defenses if authorities in either jurisdiction seek to prosecute Danny for homicide.  (The senior partner is concerned about both jurisdictions because, even though these events happened in Oliwood, prosecution in Ohio may be possible.  Assume for this question that charges could be brought in either jurisdiction, though Danny Defenziv will only ultimately be subject to one prosecution.)  

As part of the memo, the senior partner hopes you will note which jurisdiction Danny Defenziv and his family should prefer to take over the case.  The senior partner also explains to you that it seems certain somebody has to be at least charged with some form of homicide given that a local police officer was shot dead the morning of Black Friday.  But he thinks and hopes that maybe prosecutors in Oliwood and Ohio might be convinced to focus their attention primarily on Freddy Foolishness and perhaps opt only to charge him with homicide in one of these jurisdictions.  The senior partner thus wants the last part of your memo to discuss whether it is possible Freddy Foolishness could be charged with homicide in either jurisdiction and what arguments Danny’s lawyers might be able to present to state prosecutors to try to convince them only seek to prosecute Freddy and not Danny for Officer Guardianne’s death.


Question 3 	(40 minutes)   

You are an aide to a newly-elected Ohio state representative, I.M. Sensibal.  Representative Sensibal spent his professional career prior to being elected to the Ohio General Assembly practicing criminal law in Ohio, first as a local assistant prosecutor and later as a public defender.  Representative Sensibal tells you that he has long been a huge fan of the Model Penal Code ever since he studied it as a first-year law student, and he says that one of his major legislative goals is to propose and promote bills that would reform and improvement aspects of the Ohio Revised Code so that it could and would be ever more “Model.”

Representative Sensibal tells you that there were two particular aspects of Ohio criminal law that he persistently found troublesome, both as a prosecutor and as a defense attorney.  First, he always believed Ohio’s homicide laws were far too complicated and intricate; second, he always was frustrated that Ohio relied on the common-law development of traditional affirmative defenses, rather than having these defenses clearly defined by statute.  After explaining these concerns to you, Representative Sensibal has asked you to help him think about and thinking through his plans to draft a bill that would delete at least one section or subjection of the Ohio Revised Code’s homicide provisions, and adopt in the Ohio Revised Code at least one of the traditional defenses as set forth in the Model Penal Code.

Specifically, Representative Sensibal want you to write him a memorandum which provides your informed and thoughtful perspective on (A) which one specific section or subjection of the Ohio homicide provisions readily could and usefully should be removed from the Ohio Revised Code, and (B) which one specific traditional defense set out in the Model Penal Code readily could and usefully should be added to the Ohio Revised Code.

	Representative Sensibal does not want you to worry about formalistic bill drafting procedures; he just wants your memo to provide your distinct wisdom and insights concerning what part(s) of current Ohio homicide law you think might be valuably removed from the Ohio Revised Code and concerning what one Model Penal Code statutory defense might be valuably added to the Ohio Revised Code.  

Critically, Representative Sensibal has stressed to you that he wants your memo to include both a theoretical and practical discussion of the benefits of the statutory reforms you are recommending.  He is hoping and expecting that you will reference classic theories of punishment in the course of explaining and justifying your advocacy for certain amendments to the Ohio Revised Code.  He is also hoping and expecting you will address how the work of Ohio prosecutors and Ohio defense attorneys might be practically/functionally improved if your suggested amendments to the Ohio Revised Code were to be enacted.
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